# English Courses

## Creative Writing
- 285 Introduction to CW
- 306 Creative Nonfiction Writing
- 307 Fiction Writing
- 308 Poetry Writing
- 310 Screenwriting
- 405 Special Topics in CW
- 406 Adv. Creative Nonfiction Writing
- 407 Fiction Writing
- 408 Poetry Writing
- 409 CW in the Community
- 410 Adv. Screenwriting
- 489 Prac. in Literary Ed. & Pub.

## Linguistics
- 220 Language & Society
- 221 Fundamentals of Eng. Grammar & Usage
- 320 Intro. to Linguistic Science
- 321 Eng. Linguistics
- 323 Discourse Structure & Strategies
- 328 Language & Gender
- 332 Linguistic Phonetics

## Rhetoric & Writing
- 101 Foundations of Rhetoric & Writing 1
- 102 Foundations of Rhetoric & Writing 2
- 103 Rhetoric & Writing
- 104 Composing Research
- 114 Composing Research
- 210 Intro. to Rhetoric & Writing
- 213 Intro. to Digital Literacies
- 231 Professional Writing
- 303 History of Rhetoric
- 329 Editing & Style
- 335 Writing & Reading Public Discourse
- 389 Practicum in Peer Tutoring in Writing
- 430 Document Design & Visual Rhetoric
- 431 Rhetoric, Writing, & Emerging Media
- 435 Issues in Rhetoric & Writing

## Education
- 150 Intro. to Secondary Eng. Ed.
- 350 Teaching Writing in Secondary Schools
- 395 Teaching Lit. & Lang. in Secondary Schools
- 412 Reading Printed Materials in the Eng. Classroom
- 436 Theory & Research in Teaching Eng. to Speakers of Other Langs.

## Literature
- 205 World Literature
- 240 American Lit. 1: Beg. to 1860
- 250 American Lit. 2: 1860 to Present
- 260 British Lit. 1: Beg. to 1780
- 280 British Lit. 2: 1780 to Present
- 345 Early American Lit.
- 347 20th-Century American Lit.
- 351 Contemporary American Lit.
- 362 Medieval British Lit.
- 363 Renaissance and 17th-Century British Lit.
- 364 Restoration and 18th-Century British Lit.
- 365 19th-Century British Lit.
- 366 British Lit. 1890-1930
- 367 Contemporary British Lit.
- 402 Cultural Studies
- 414 Young Adult Literature
- 421 Studies in Lit. History
- 422 Studies: Authors
- 423 Studies: Drama
- 424 Genre Studies
- 425 Film Studies
- 464 Shakespeare
- 490 Literature and Gender
- 491 Literature of African-American Traditions
- 492 Native American Literature
- 493 American Ethnic Literature
- 494 Queer Lit./Queer Theory
- 496 Literature and Critical Theory
- 497 Studies: Lit. in Translation
- 498 Post-Colonial Studies

## All Concentrations
- 230 Reading & Writing about Lit.
- 299X Experimental/Developmental Topics
- 369 Professional Experience
- 388 English Studies Abroad
- 400 Special Topics in English
- 404 Independent Study in English
- 444 Senior Seminar

## Not for English Majors/Minors:
- 206 Reading Lit.
- 214 Intro. to Lit. & Gender
- 215 Intro. to African-American Lit.
- 216 Intro. to American Ethnic Lit.
- 217 Intro. to Queer Lit. & Queer Theory